
MFL LONG TERM PLAN 
 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER GRAMMAR 
3 1. Je parle Français 

Saying hello and goodbye  
Introducing oneself 

Answering the register 
Numbers 1 to 12 

Classroom routines and instructions 
Nouns for classroom objects 

Saying thank you 
Sounds and spellings 

2. Je me presente 
Singular of verbs avoir and habiter 

Number 13 to 21 
Days of the week 
Weather phrases 

The alphabet 
Vocabulary for aspects of nationality 

and festivals  
 

3. En famille 
Introducing family members 

Numbers 22 to 31 
Colours 

Expressing preference 
Months of the year 

 
 

Recognition of gender through 
pattern: un/une; le/la  
‘et’ 
Adverbs: vite; lentement 
Asking questions 

4 4. Les animaux 
Singular and plural of common nouns 

Nouns for animals 
Numbers 32 to 40 

Vocabulary for festivals 

5. Mon anniversaire 
Asking and answering questions about 

birthday and dates 
Numbers 42 to 60 

Analogue time on the hour 
Months of the year 

 

6. Le monde 
Names of countries and French towns 

Points of the compass 
 Asking and saying where someone is 

going 
 

As Year 3 
Adjectives (some agreement 
recognition) & word order 
Plurals – les 
Il y a 

5 7. Moi et mon école 
Time – minutes to and past the hour 

Names of school subjects 
Stating preferences 

 

8. Qu’est-ce que tu veux? 
Asking for drinks and snacks 

French money 
Festival vocabulary 

 

9. Les sports 
Names of sports 

Names of parts of the body 
Stating likes and dislikes 

Giving opinions 
Adjectives to describe feelings 

As years 3 & 4 
Conjugation of er verbs 
Er verbs + infinitives 
Negatives 
Basis adjectives agreement 

(masculin colours ; masculin 
plural colours) 
De la/du/des 

6 10. Les vêtements 
Names of items of clothing 

Saying what someone is wearing 
Adjectives to describe clothing 

Agreement and position of adjectives 
 

11. J’habite 
Names of places in a town 

Addressing strangers politely to ask the 
way 

Understanding and giving simple 
directions 

12. Un pays francophone 
Consolidation of French taught in 

KS2  
Study of a French speaking country 

Possible contact with a French speaking 
school 

As Years 3,4 & 5 
Conjugate avoir; etre 
My/your 
Adjectives agreement 
Connectives 

 


